Press release

STOLL, market leader for front end-loaders in Germany and the worldwide number
two, exhibits its newest products for all tractor classes at the SIMA 2015
Large presentation on the SIMA:
After almost two years of high progress for STOLL France, part of the STOLL group, the front
loader specialist presents its latest front loaders and implements on 300m² at the SIMA fair,
which takes place between 22nd and 26th of February in Paris, France.
New products fitting for the French market:
In the year of the 50th anniversary of front loader production STOLL offers a hands-on
experience of the world’s biggest front loader, the FZ100 ProfiLine for the visitors at the
SIMA 2015. Moreover, STOLL exposes two new medium size front loaders, the ClassicLine
855 and 955, for the first time in the world.
Stoll well respected partner for tractor manufacturers
Did you know? Every tractor’s front loader of Case, New Holland, Same, Lamborghini and
Deutz-Fahr is made by the German front loader specialist STOLL: Germany’s market leader
stands for a very high quality in the complete product range, which all customers of STOLL
and of the OEM partners profit from.

STOLL convinces French market through fast customer service and high quality
Since the foundation of its own sales company in June 2013 STOLL France, as part of the
STOLL group, can note high progress. With the move to Gellainville, close to Chartres,
STOLL was able to enhance its infrastructure for a high level customer service.
Vincent Delille, manager of STOLL France, underlines one of the main goals for the French
market: “We want to provide the best customer service in France.” The fast reactivity and
very low shipping time of only one day for service parts show the success of STOLL’s effort.
Part of this positive development is the doubling of the employees since 2013 and the
gaining of an own warehouse. These steps led to a logistic and strategic enhancement,
which makes STOLL to a reliable and customer-oriented business partner.
As the market leader for front loaders in Germany and the number two in the world STOLL
stands for high level German engineering. The top quality of the STOLL products ensures a
reliability and persistence in the daily work either with a front loader, feature or tool.
Find the presentation of STOLL France on 300m² at the SIMA 2015 in hall 6 at booth C114
or for more information visit: www.stoll-germany.com.

STOLL FZ 100 ProfiLine, the biggest front loader in the world will be presented at
SIMA 2015
The front loader specialist STOLL exposes its flagship product, the FZ 100 ProfiLine, for the
first time in France during the SIMA show. With a height of more than five meters the FZ 100
is the biggest front loader in the world and complements tractors of over 300 hp perfectly.
The FZ 100 comes fully equipped with a wide range of features and advantages such as best
view of the attached implement and the working area thanks to Z-shaped kinematics, the
quick dump function that cuts down loading time and the Comfort Drive suspension system
for a smooth drive.
Moreover, the automatic “Return-to-Level” option comes as a standard feature: with pushing
one button the bucket returns automatically to the ground level after the content is unloaded.
This guarantees a saving of time and precise work.
The FZ 100 also stands out through a thought-out design: all the hydraulic lines are placed
under the control rods into the loader arms, providing more robustness to the front loader.
The slim beam bars are made of strong steel, which reduces the weight of the front loader
and ensures a better visibility.
The visitors at the SIMA fair can have a hands-on experience of the STOLL FZ 100 in hall 6
at the booth C114 and watch the video showing all the features of the front loader on the
company’s official YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/StollFrontloader.

STOLL hits the farmers’ needs with the high-tech advantages and outstanding design
of the new medium size front loaders ClassicLine 855 and 955
The ClassicLine 855 and 955 impress with a convincing design, which was developed by a
special designer team. With the distinct U-shape and a grown work space of 30 mm to 40
mm for the bucket the new front loaders provide additionally some high technical
advantages. Through a rising comfort and efficiency in the daily work, the new ClassicLine
855 and 955 increase the customer’s benefit to a very high level.
The new medium size front loaders ClassicLine 855 and 955 will have a quick change frame
for implements with central locking semi automatic. The new ClassicLine can be equipped
additionally with STOLL features such as the suspension “Comfort Drive” for a smooth drive
even in rough terrain. Other useful options like 3rd oil circuit and quick dump are available.
The delivery of the new ClassicLine models is planned to begin in late summer of 2015.
Vincent Delille, manager of STOLL France, comments: “With the whole package of function,
features and design our new front loaders are serious alternatives for tractors between 75
and 125 hp.”

Visit the first presentation of the new ClassicLine 855 and 955 by STOLL in France with
additional information about the whole product line at the SIMA in hall 6 at booth C114.
About Wilhelm Stoll Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Wilhelm Stoll Maschinenfabrik GmbH, based in Lengede south east of Hanover, Germany, is
part of the international Stoll Group and employs about 500 people.
Stoll is a global market leader in front loaders and attachments for tractors from 10 to over
300 hp. The specialist firm develops, manufactures and sells the three front loader lines:
ProfiLine, EcoLine and CompactLine - partly under its own brand and partly as a supplier.
STOLL stands for outstanding quality and unwavering customer focus. Farmers, contractors
and dealers benefit from the world's widest range of attachments, because with STOLL they
can find the right front loader for the most diverse brands of tractors.
In 1878, Wilhelm Stoll founded the company and it is based in Lengede since 1946. The Stoll
Group is part of the DMB (German SME investments) since 2013.
For more information visit www.stoll-germany.com and join us in social media:
www.facebook.com/StollFrontloader and www.youtube.com/StollFrontloader.
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